William Madden -The enclosed picture was sent to me by new Life Member (#77)
William Madden of Chesapeake VA. This picture was taken when the ship was returning
from Hunters Point Shipyard to home port in San Diego. This picture shows the addition
of K‐Guns to the starboard and port quarters of the ship. The depth charge racks on the
stern of the ship look identical to the arrangement when the ship was commissioned.
The tripod mast added to hold the radar is the same as in 1945. I had a hard time
identifying the port hedgehog mount and I’m reasonable sure the last (aft) torpedo
mount was removed. The note on the picture says 1948 – Underway to San Diego from
Hunter’s Point Calif. Changed from DD to DDR. The Navy dropped the term “radar
picket” in favor of listing the ship as a DDR. The DDR designation remained until
December 31, 1968 when the ship reverted to a DD.

Madden also sent a very good picture of the crew while the ship was in Tsingtao,
China in 1947. A news article saved by Madden shows pictures of the aircraft carrier
Tarawa in Tsingtao harbor with 1200 marines aboard as Communist forces held their
ring around the city of Tsingtao. Shanghai was also mentioned as threatened by
Communist forces. On October 27th, 1947 the officers and crew of the Frank Knox sat
down to celebrate Navy Day in Tsingtao. You can read the menu at the right; beef
tenderloin and ham were on the menu plus cigars! Christmas and New Year’s Day
meals were also served in Tsingtao. It looks like the menu on Christmas returned to
turkey, Indiana Turkey that is plus giblet gravy, creamed peas and buttered asparagus
spears. Three desserts are listed, no wait, that’s two desserts and fruitcake.
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